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ABSTRACT: The structure of core-excited high-spin 
isomers in the N £ 126 isotopes of At, Rn and Fr is reviewed. 
New results for high-spin states in 2 1 1 R n and 2 1 2 R n , 
approaching the limit of the available angular momentum 
from the valence particles, are presented. The recurring 
experimental feature is decay by very enhanced E3 
transitions. These, and other properties are explained in a 
natural way by inclusion of particle-octupole vibration 
coupling, in a semi-empirical shell model. The deformed 
independent particle model is not successful in explaining 
these features. 

PREFACE 
This talk draws on results from a program of high spin 

spectroscopy of nuclei in the trans-lead region, carried out at the ANU 
over the last decade. As well as collecting previously published results, as 
referred to in the text, some results presented are from work in progress 
and to some extent preliminary in nature. The interpretation and results 
are the outcome of a continuing, collaborative effort and I would 
particularly like to acknowledge the contributions of Aidan Byrne, Alan 
Poletti, Andrew Stuchbery and Paul Davidson. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The fascination excited nuclei states with directly measurable 

lifetimes, t > few ns, have for experimentalists, is manifold. They allow 
accurate measurements of transition strengths; make practicable time-
differential techniques for static and magnetic moments; allow 
unambiguous placement of transitions in nuclear level schemes through 
temporal ordering; substantially improve sensitivity to weakly populated 
states since spectrum complexity can be reduced by separation into 



different time regions; and give the prospect of bootstrapping to high spin 
by identifying transitions preceding high-spin isomers. 

The lifetime of a nuclear state depends in general on the transition 
energy AE and the relationship between it and the states to which it 
decays. Schematically we would write 

1/T a (AE)2*+i l<flTxli>l 2 (1) 

If AE is small and the multipolarity is large the lifetime can be relatively 
long. This could be by chance, or because the upper state represented an 
unusually efficient way for the nucleus to carry angular momentum, 
hence, its relatively low energy and high spin. Alternatively, a long 
lifetime could signal a profound change in nuclear structure resulting in 
a small overlap because of the large configuration change (i.e. the re
arrangement of many orbits), or a shape change. A long lifetime, 
however, does not necessarily imply a small transition strength. For 
example, the single particle (Weiskopff) lifetime for electric octupole 
transitions is 

x s. p. (E3) = 1.752 x 106. i6.83/(A2.Ey7) (ns) (Ey in MeV) (2) 

corresponding to a 656 ns lifetime for a 1 MeV y-ray in 2 1 2 Rn. 
Nevertheless, there has been considerable enthusiasm since the 

early 70s for associating high-spin isomers with deformed "band-heads' of 
oblate equilibrium shape. These would be favoured in energy if the 
nucleus were polarised due to the congregation of a number of particles in 
the equatorial plane - a consequence of the alignment of high spin orbitals 
in an otherwise spherical nucleus. 

Such yrast traps have been the subject of many theoretical 
studies 1 ' 5 ), particularly in the context of the deformed independent 
particle model (DIPM). Even very recent reviews0*7) associate core-excited 
yrast isomers with such moderately deformed (p~ -0.1) configurations. 
Whilst this might be the appropriate description in the Gd region8-9) it does 
not seem possible for the DIPM, without incorporation of an explicit 
octupole degree of freedom, to explain the distinguishing feature of many 
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such isomers in the trans-lead region - their decay by very enhanced (> 30 
s.p.u.) E3 transitions. 

2. CORE-EXCITED ISOMERS 
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Figure 1 

The yrast states below spin ~20fc in the 86&n nuclei with N £ 126 are 
formed by alignment of the four valence protons in the hg/2, P7/2 and ii3/2 
orbitals. The last two form a "A« * 3 pair" implying a large E3 coupling 
matrix element. An yrast 20+ state from the* [ h J / 2 i ^ W configuration 
is commonly observed although a higher spin state, higher in energy, with 
the configuration n[h9/2 i ^ L r could also be formed. To make even 
higher spins it is necessary to promote neutrons across tha N * 126 shell 
gap from the low-spin orbitals (pi/2, P3/2 and fs/2) into the gg/2, hi /2 and 
J15/2 "valence" orbitals, as shown in figure 1. The g9/2 and j 15/2 orbitals 
also form a Afi*3 pair. 



2.1 Residual Interactions 
Although the core-excitation costs about 2.8 MeV a considerable 

proportion can be retrieved through the strongly attractive interaction 
acting between mutually aligned, high-spin protons and neutrons (in 
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Figure 2. Typical residual reactions 
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modern terminology, the MONA mechanism1 0*). This interaction, 
residual to the sum of the independent particle energies, is well 
understood11) from the study of 2-particle multiplets. Examples are shown 
in figure 2. It can be generalised in terms of the overlap of the orbitals 
(better defined for higher j) as a function of the classical angle of 
orientation, cos 812 between the aligning spins 1 1*. Its inclusion in the 
many-particle case involves traditional angular momentum recoupling 
(see ref12* for examples). 

Whilst the proton-neutron interaction is attractive, the aligned 
proton-neutron hole interaction is generally repulsive, hence utilisation of 
the ii3/2 ** neutron configuration in conjunction with aligned protons is 
unlikely to be competitive. (A related argument is that the mass 
distribution of aligned particles is oblate whereas that of aligned holes is 
prolate.) 

2.1.2 The classical example - 212Po. The multiplet structure for j 2 and 
2 212 

Ji(jj) v(jj2) is evident in the spectrum of g2+2Poi2s 2 8 n o w n m figure 3. The 
reduced energy spacing between states obtained by the alignment of 
particles in a short range (pairing) interaction leads to the inverted 
parabolas, resulting in an isomer at spin 8+. Similar isomers are known 
in many heavy nuclei near closed shells. In the (j)n cases particularly 
long-lived examples are observed near mid-shell because of seniority 
cancellation13* and the consequent reduction in the B(E2) for Jmax-*Jmax-
2 as discussed in the contributions of Piiparinen to this school14*. In 2 1 2 P o 
alignment of the (hg 2»a* protons in combination with the (g$/2 hlii>\Q* 
neutrons leads, because of the strong attractive p-n interaction, to the 65s 
ot-decaying isomer1 5'. Although discovered16* in 1962, it does not as yet 
have a definitive spin assignment but the absence of y-decays favours J* * 
18+ W 
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Figure 3. Experimental and theoretical yrast schemes for 2 1 2 Po 

2.2 Core-excited Isomers • Examples 
Figure 4 shows partial schemes of the main yrast states in the 

region of core excitations in 2 1 1Rni25 and 212Rni26» taken from previous 
work18*20). The striking feature, as well as the large number of isomers, 
is the presence of strongly enhanced E3 transitions connecting pairs of 
states, 30+ and 27- in *i2Rn, 63/2" and 57/2+ in 2 "Rn, for example. 
Obviously, whatever the structure of each of the upper states, the states to 
which they decay must have a closely related structure. Their g-factors 
are relatively low and approximately given by 

g - ( l . U u - O . l J V J/J (3) 
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Figure 4. Partial schemes of 2 1 1 R n and 2 1 2 Rn 

consistent with core-excited configurations where about 40% of the 
angular momentum is provided by the neutrons (these are double core* 
excitations, giving four valence protons and two valence neutrons). 

2.2.1 DIPM assignments. The 30+ and 27- states in 2 1 2 R n have been 
associated2-6) with oblate deformed states with configurations* 

30+; Ji(h2fi)18- vp-2(gj)i2-; B ~ -0.095 

27-; n(h3i)17-vp-2(gi)1o+; B~-0.070. 
From simple angular coupling restrictions and the number of orbital 
changes, an E3 transition between such states is essentially forbidden! 
Similar considerations apply to the configurations and decay properties of 

t suppressing, for simplicity, the individual spins. In the following we will use the 
abbreviations, for protons: h a lho/2, i • l>i3/2» f • 2f7/2i for neutrons g • 2gg/2, i • ill/2. 
J • 1J15/2 
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the 63/2- isomer in 2 1 1 Rn, which resemhle» the 30* isomer ic 2 1 2 Rn with a 
partially aligned neutron hole (J&2̂ /2 added. 

A second problem which confronts the DIPM is the small 
quadrupole moment measured2 1 1 for the 63/2" isomer in 2 1 1 Rn. Its 
magnitude is explained by the mixed shell model configurations, without 
requiring significant deformation21*22). A similar conclusion was 
reached23) from the measurement of the quadrupole moment of the 6572-

213 
isomer in gj Fri26 which also has a related configuration. 

As shown by Matsuyanagi, Dessicg and Neergard3) the 
deformation energy in the DIPM accounts for a considerable portion of the 
shell-model residual interaction, although not in detail, and not for all 
cases. (A direct comparison between deformation energy and residual 
interactions for the configuration proposed for the 30+ isomer in 2 l 2 Rn is 
given in ref l 2 ).) As shown in figure 5, inclusion of the deformation 
dramatically improves the comparison between theory and experiment, 
compared to the pure "spherical" case. However, this improvement is 
misleading if it is taken to imply that deformation is a necessary 
component. Shell model calculations using semi-empirical shell model 
interactions give almost perfect agreement as also shown in figure 5, even 
up to the highest spin states. The point to be made he: e is that obviously 
there will be agreement between the leading-order configurations in both 
the deformed basis and the empirical shell model for those states in which 
the deformed energy approximately reproduces the residual shell model 
interactions. It is certainly unfair to expect more detailed agreement from 
the DIPM. The relevant question is whether deformation is the driving 
force and correspondingly, which description provides the more correct, or 
more compact approach? 
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Collected in figure 6 are the known core-excited isomeric states for 
the N £ 126 isotopes of At, Rn and Fr, with their measured properties (E3 
strengths and g-factors). The results are taken from published 
work17*20* "-SO) except for the proposed 34*. 34 us isonier in 2 1 2 Pr which 
was identified in recent measurements in our laboratory by Byrne et al 3 1 ) . 
At the conclusion of this talk I will also show our new results for 2 1 1 R n 
and212Rn. 

It should be apparent from figure 6 that there is a large number of 
core-excited isomers known and most are connected by very enhanced E3 
transitions. In come cases enhanced E3 transitions occur in sequence, 
relating three or more states. 

Also shown on the figure are excitation energies, g-factors and E3 
strengths calculated within the semi-empirical shell-model (pioneered by 
Blomqyist and collaborators32)) but modified to include coupling to the core 
octupole-vibration - an approach27) we have labelled as MPOC (multi-
particle, octupole-vibration coupling). 

to 
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Figure 6 Core-excited states in At, Rn and Fr nuclei with N <, 126. Also 
shown are the excitation energies, g-factors and E3 strengths 
(in s.p.u.) calculated in the MPOC model. 



3.1 One-Particle Cases 
Coupling to the 2.614 MeV, 3~ vibrational core of 2 0 8 Pb results in 

mixed configurations in the neighbouring odd-proton and odd-neutron 
nuclei 2 0 9 Bi and 2 0 9 Pb. Calculation of their properties provides a text-book 
example of particle-vibration coupling33*34). It involves, for example, 
solution of a 2 x 2 matrix for the calculation of the properties of the J* = 
15/2- state in 2 0 9 Pb. It is not a pure neutron j 15/2 configuration but rather, 
a state with YJ15/2 and vgg/2 ® 3~ admixtures. (The coupled configuration 
will be indicated below with a tilde thus J15/2.) As shown in table 1 
significant admixtures are known for both odd-proton and odd-neutron 
configurations. The coupling strength, which, together with the 
unperturbed energies, determines the final admixtures, is not arbitrary 
but is deduced from the amplitude of the oscillations which can be related 
to the B(E3) of the 3 - -> 0+ core transition. The corresponding E3 
transition in the coupled case is also enhanced since it can proceed via 
both core and single-particle transitions which also interfere. In general 
there will be a pair of mixed states 

Ui> = alJi> + p|(if®3-;Ji> 

IJf>=YUf> + 5 l(fc«8-ty 

so that24> 

; 1 2 

VB(E3;3--»0+ 

3.3 Multi-Particle Cases 
The observation of enhanced E3 transitions between the core-

excited states is an obvious indication that their configurations probably 
involve orbital changes of the style 

K i 13/2 -> K ?7/2 

or vJis/2 -»vg9/2 

B(E3; Ji-> Jf) = 
r\ 1 r\ 

Ji Ji 
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Extension from the 1-particle cases to the multi-particle case was carried 
out in an approximate form, in ref27*. It involved first a summation of the 
single particle energies (obtained from empirical values corrected however 
for the octupole-vibration coupling (table 1), since it is included 
subsequently). Residual proton-neutron interactions are added but again, 
since the empirical values already contain octupole-coupled contributions, 

Tabte2 
Eigenvectors of related core-excited states 2 1 1 Rn and 2 1 2 Rn (from ref27)) 

Amplitudes 

Basis states 2 1 1 Rn,y* 212^25- 2 n R n , y ~ 212Rn,30+ 

+ ( V 2 ) Q +(v _ 1)i/2 +ty~lh\l2h +vill/2 

n(h2i2)20+vg 0.560 0.527 -0.554 -0.606 
KflAhrvj 0.420 0.424 -0.512 0.441 
Jt(h3i)l7-Vg)43/2-®3- 0.249 0.257 -0.268 -0.241 
(jt(h3f)l4+VJ)43/2-®3- 0.192 0.201 -0.193 -0.175 
iv>- -0.039 -0.036 0.038 0.043 
iv>+ 

0.368 0.374 -0.319 -0.339 
nthSOw+vg^O-)2 0.128 0.137 -0.115 -0.110 
n;(h2(if)9-)ir-vj 0.415 0.433 -0.368 -0.379 
Jrth2p)i4*yj«3- 0.156 0.167 -0.120 -0.125 
jtfli^Ju+vgStf-) 2 0.130 0.137 -0.098 -0.106 
IX>- -0.005 -0.009 0.001 -0.002 
IX>+ 0.204 0.195 -O.205 -0.217 
ffh2((if)io-vJi5/2)33/2 0.052 0.062 -0.057 -0.058 

I v>± a (% (h2(if)9-)n~\g) ®3-±*(h2(i(f&3)ia/2) 12+)vg x 1/V2(l±5i), 5i« 0.84; 

I X>± - ( K ( h 2 ( i 2 ®3-)9-vj ± *(h 2i 2) 2o + (vj®3-)9/2)) x / - ^±82) «2 * 0.69. 
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the theoretical values of Kuo and Herling35* (which in general are less 
than the empirical values) are used. Finally off-diagonal elements are 
included - relatively small shell model values and the large octupole-
vibration matrix elements. In comparison with the 1-particle case the 
main differences are specific angular momentum recoupling and a larger 
basis, giving usually a matrix of - 10 x 10. Diagonalisation of the matrix 
yields amplitudes as shown for typical states in table 2. From these 
amplitudes the g-factor and quadrupole moment can be calculated. The E3 
transition rate is calculated from the explicit wave functions for a pair of 
states, which includes core transitions (* 3~-> 0+), unperturbed single-
particle transitions and interference. The good agreement obtained for a 
large number of cases as shown in figure 6 must provide strong support 
for the appropriateness of such a description. 

It should be noted that the relationship between the 1- and many-
particle case is non-linear as can be seen by comparing the relative 
amplitudes of say, the g9/2 ® 3~ and j 15/2 components in table 2 with those 
in table 1. 

It is also useful to view the wave function of the 49/2+state of table 2 
in an approximate notation, since it illustrates an important effect 
governing the formation of many of the core-excited isomers. 

It could be written approximately as the combination of two 
components 

{[CORE] Jtriatfj^vg 9/2 and {[CORE] Jif7/2}IT-VJW 

If these configurations had been orthogonal they would have been, 
because of the differences in single-particle energies, nearly degenerate. 
However they mix automatically through the octupole coupling. 
Comparable mixing was invoked by a Stockholm group36-37) to explain the 
properties of isomers in At nuclei. In essence they solved for the 
amplitudes required to explain simultaneously the g-factor and E3 rate. 
However, as we have shown, the mixing arises naturally through the 
octupole coupling. 
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3.4 Relationships 
Shown in fig 7 are the proposed relationships between the main 

core excited states in the Rn nuclei and their connection to the At isotopes 
and the Fr isotopes. Within 2 1 1 Rn for example, the higher spin states are 
obtained by the additional core-excitation (f"!Li,,«»)i -1 where only 

5/2 lli* 'max J 

partial alignment is favoured because of the otherwise repulsive 
interactions described in section 2.1. 

relationships 

212 Fr 

34f *(^/2)*/2 * 6 3 / 2 " 

31 S(f7/5>K/9 - 57/2" '7/2'5/2 ' - ; / i ~f-

V(!'•.. 

27" *<h9/2>5/2 * 4 9 / 2'" 

24* Jl<f7/2>s/2 * « / 2 " - i 

f -«(f«i /3> 5/2'3/2 

^ ( f 5 / 2 ) 3 / 2 

re re-excitation 

*v<P1 / 2>i/2 

e - i v {pi/zh/2 

2 1 0 ' 2 1 2 R n 211,213 F r 

3 0 + 2 1 2 R n + « ( h 9 / 2 ) 5 / 2 65/2" 

27 - 2 1 2 Rn +»(f7/2>5/2 5 9 / 2 + 

28 + 2 1 0Rn ( 2 1 2Rn?> 

25" ^Rn + , , h 9 /2 , 5 /2 5 5 / 2 + 

*<Pl/2>l/2' 2 2 + 2 } 2 R n + x ( f 7 / 2 ) ; / 2 49/2" 

* addition of *("9/2'5/2 i s blocked 

Figure 7. Relationships between core-excited isomers. 

3.5 Limitations 
Several critical comments could be made regarding the simple 

model presented. Firstly, *t should be noted that the g-factors are not 
specifically sensitive to the octupole mixed components since the g-factor of 
the 3 ' octupole vibration is 0.54 comparable to the "final" value obtained for 
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double core excitations when 60% of the angular momentum is provided by 
the protons, and 40% by the neutrons (see equation 3). Secondly, no 
account has been taken of the effect of blocking on the core octupole-
vibration. (Although blocking is included in estimating the unperturbed 
component energies.) Since the 3~ vibration in 2 0 8 P b is a coherent 
admixture of particle-hole components, occupation of specific proton and 
neutron orbitals to form the multi-particle case will reduce the collectivity. 
However, no one amplitude dominates in either the vibrational, or multi-
particle components, hence the blocking is not severe. Nevertheless, it is 
one aspect which is properly included in a more formal theory. A 
compensatory effect which might be covering a discrepancy due to 
blocking is that the collectivity of the "core" is likely to increase as particles 
are added to 2 0 8 P b (see for example the analysis of ref38* so that any 
reduction due to blocking may have been masked by an increased core 
collectivity. On average, the MPOC model underestimates the B(E3) values 
by -18%. 

4. EXTENSION TO HIGHER SPIN IN 2 1 1 Rn and 2 1 2 Rn 
From the MPOC model we can anticipate yrast states in 2 1 2 Rn and 

2 1 1 Rn decaying by enhanced E3 transitions to the 30* and 63/2- core excited 
isomers, respectively. Their configuration in the shorthand notation 
would be as below. 

69/2+ 33" i r ( h 2 i 2 ) 2 0 + v - 2 ( i 1 1 / 2 j 1 5 / 2 ) 1 3 . 

63/2" 30+ • C0l(h2i2)2Q+v"2(i g) + ^(h 3 i ) 1 7 -v" 2 ( i j ) 17" 
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If no more core excitations are allowed, or at least unfavoured in energy, 
the maximum spins one can form from the valence orbitals in 2 1 2 Rn are 
J* = 34+; Ji(h2i2)2o+ v'2 (j IJJ^U* which is calculated to be near 11 MeV 
and, at higher energy J* = 35—, x (hi3)2i~ v~2 (Ji5/2)l4+- m 2 1 1 Rn the J* = 
71/2- partner to the 34 + state is expected to be yrast but the level scheme is 
likely to be more fragmented, since, depending on partial or complete 
alignment of the fs/2 neutron hole, several states with spin between 71/2+ 
and 75/2+ can be formed. 

4.1 New Measurements 
Using two new facilities at the Australian National University 14 

UD Pelletron accelerator, a 7 (or 6)-element Compton suppressor array, 
named CAESAR, and a superconducting, solenoidal electron 
spectrometer, SUPER-E, we have carried out new measurements405 

probing the valence spin limit in 2 1 1 Rn and 2 1 2 Rn. 
In the y-ray measurements, retention of time information for 

detected y-rays allows the construction of all y-y-time relationships and 
therefore the unambiguous placement of transitions above and below 
isomeric states. The electron spectrometer39) was operated in LENS mode 
with momentum matching (through software restrictions on the matrix of 
magnetic field vs Si(Li) detector energy, constructed from the event-by-
event data). A significant improvement in spectrum quality was therefore 
obtained by eliminating backscattered and other continuum events. 

Transitions observed feeding the 30+ isomer in 2 1 2 Rn and the 63/2-
isomer in 2 1 1 R n , obtained from y-y-time data collected during 
bombardment of 1 9 8 Pt by a pulsed 1 8 0 beam, are shown iir the upper panel 
of figure 8. In each case the main yrast intensity is carried by a single 
transition - 1061 keV in 2 1 1 Rn and 1117 keV in 2 1 2 Rn. (Both transitions 
had been observed weakly in previous work5'19).) The lower panels show 
prompt and delayed gates on the 1061 keV transition which place the 1166 
keV transition above it, and show clearly the decay of the 63/2- isomer. 
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Figure 8(a) Transitions preceding the 30+ isomer in 2 1 2 Rn gated on the 
701, 736 and 968 keV cascade transitions. (The 701 and 736 
appear weakly in this spectrum because of the short lifetime 
of the 25- state which decays by the 968 transition.) 

(b) Transitions preceding the 63/2-isomer in 2 1 1 Rn gated on the 
687, 769 and 1299 keV cascade transitions. 

(c) Prompt gate (±24ns) on the 1061 keV transition. 
(d) Spectrum of y-rays delayed with respect to the 1061 keV 

transition. 



Time spectra for individual transitions are given in figure 9 
showing the absence of long-lived components in the 1061 and 1117 keV 
transitions, in contrast to the transitions depopulating the 63/2- and 30+ 
isomers. Each does show, however, a clear short lifetime. Fits to these 
curves, from which Ufetimes of 13 ns and 7 ns for the new isomers in 
2 1 1 R n and 2 1 2 R n were extracted are shown in figure 10. The results are 
given in table 3. 

600 400 200 0 
tine [ns] 

Figure 9 Time spectra with gates on individual transitions in 2 1 1 R n 
and 2 1 2 R n as indicated. (The small prompt component in the 
687 gate occurs through a contaminant.) 
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Figure 10 Fits to the short lifetimes in 2 1 1 R n and 2 1 2 Rn. 



2'. 

Examples of associated '/-ray and conversion electron spectra are 
shown in figure 11. By gating in the short delayed time region, away from 
the prompt peak, the peak-to-background ration in the "f-ray and electron 
spectra can be optimised. The electron lines from the 1061 and 1117 keV 
transitions are clear. The K and L conversion coefficients summarised in 
table 3 establish E3 multipolarity. 

Figure 11 Corresponding gamma-ray and electron spectra with time 
(a) and (b) gates as shown. Beam energy of 96 MeV optimised for 2 1 1 Rn 

population. The 1181, 1299 and 1320 keV tines are of E3 
multipolarity. 

(c) and (d) Corresponding gamma-ray and electron spectra with time 
gates as shown. Beam energy of 92 MeV to increase 
population of 2 1 2 Rn. 



TtfbfeS 
Properties of high-spin isomers in radon isotopes 

Nuclide % initial T-ray oonvenion T 
(keV) — , *_ r.»— ^ l 

xlOO 
(ns) (keV) — , *_ r.»— ^ l 

tw» e*> Ml E2 B 

(ns) 

2"Rn 1061 9916+A 1.4(1) K 1.31(7) 1.84 0578 1.24 13(1) 
K/L 3.5(4) 5.84 4.85 3.48 

2 1 2 R n 1117 9969+A' 1.2(1) K 1.02(5) 1.61 0527 1.12 7(1) 
K/L 3.9(5) 5.85 4.96 3.64 

a) ratio of 145797° detectors 

From table 4 the E3 decays for the new isomers, assigned as J* = 69/2+ and 3 
in 2 1 1 R n and 2 1 2 R n are seen to be strongly enhanced. Excitation energies ai 
transition strengths agree well with the predictions of the MPOC model. 1 
shown in the same table similar agreement is obtained for the 63/2- and 3( 
states (results taken from ref 2 7)) hence a good description is obtained for 
sequence of three connected states in both nuclei. 

1able4 
Comparison of experimental and theoretical properties 

Nuclide JK 
(keV) M(E3) s.p.u. 

Nuclide JK 

ev theory1* e*P theory" 
21lRn 

212 R n 

69/2+ 
63/2" 
57/2+ 

33-
30* 
27-

9916+A 
8856+A 
8169+A 

9669+A' 
8550+A' 
7489+*' 

10031 
8882 
8064 

9702 
8571 
7761 

33(3) 
30(1) 

43(6) 
34(3) 

38 
25 

41 
22 

a) results for 63/2- and 30+ states from ref [27] 
b) MPOC model 



Candidates have also been observed for states with the valence-spin limit. 
These will be discussed elsewhere. 

5. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS 
Overall, it seems that a detailed description has been obtained of the 

core-excited isomers in the Rn, At and Fr isotopes. The factors which 
govern the optimum configuration for yrast states are the attractive proton-
neutron interaction and the particle-octupole-vibration coupling. At 
present it does not seem necessary to invoke oblate deformation in the 
formation of yrast isomers. 

From the theoretical point of view inclusion of an explicit octupole 
degree of freedom in the deformed independent particle model is 
mandatory since without its presence, of necessity, only the oblate-
quadrupole deformed space is being explored. 

Future experimental work involves extension to higher spins, 
possibly using continuum v-ray techniques with the prospect of 
investigating the region above the limit of valence spin where collective 
structures quadrupole, or octupole, or coupled, could occur. 
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